
Scheduling Helps for Assisted HYGIENE

❑ Each patient is scheduled for 60 minutes
❑ Book the schedule in two columns with a patient arriving every
20 minutes
 

First appointment at 8:00, next pt at 8:20 in column two
❑ The first ten minutes of appt time: /
Assistant seats patient,reviews medical history,Takes x-rays,Pre-
screens with cavity detecting laser (if applicable) Can get started on
Intra-oral Camera tour if time
❑ The next 30 minutes of appt time: XXX
 

Assistant provides Trust Transfer to the Hygienist. The next thirty
minutes the hygienist performs Probing, Scaling OHI and pre-cursory
clinical exam, while visiting with the patient about restorative
opportunities, pre-heating the patient and utilizing urgency language.

While the hygienist is performing the above, the assistant is able to
prepare and seat the next patient and this cycle continues in the other
column concurrently. When the assistant is ready for the hygienist
with this patient, the hygienist is notified. The exam can be completed
with the Dr at any point after Diagnostic data is gathered. 

If Doctor enters the operatory with hygienist, Trust transfer is done by
hygiene directly to the Doctor. If hygienist leaves the treatment room
and assistant finishes appointment, the Trust transfer is given to the
assistant.

❑ The last 20 minutes of appt time: //
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The final twenty minutes of appointment time the assistant performs
the polish if desired (and legal in your state) administers Fluoride, assists
the Dr with the exam and schedules the recall appointment. High level
assistants can also provide OHI, discuss helping the patient get better
tools, and send them home with needed products.  

Trust transfer is given to the doctor by the assistant before exam. Then
the assistant gives the rust transfer to the Treatment coordinator for the
estimate and scheduling. 

If there is an oppotunity for Same Day Restorative Dentistry, either the
hygienist or assistant can ask the questions, and gain consent from
patients. If incentive is in place, either team member can earn the
inventive depending on who discusses and gets patient approval.  

❑ Keep in mind:

When scheduling Perio therapy, the extra column needs to be scheduled
with children only, or completely blocked out. The next patient can be
scheduled 10 minutes before the perio therapy is to be completed

The most important thing here, is to be flexible! Not everything goes
exactly as planned, if patients arrive late, additional services are
requested, we need to be able to adapt and do our best to accommodate.
The goal here is to serve our patients better than before, and reduce the
amount of hygienist time needed with each patient.
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